The switch from survival responses to apoptosis after chromosomal breaks.
Eukaryotic cells have evolved highly sophisticated cellular responses to DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) that increase the likelihood of survival. However, cells can also respond to DSBs by undergoing programmed cell death. The mechanisms underlying the cellular decision on whether to repair and survive or to die are not well understood but may be related to the efficiency of repair or the extent of the damage. Presumably, a few easily reparable DSBs will not result in cell death in most cell types. However, abundant complex DSBs will present a severe challenge to the repair machineries with repeated attempts at repair likely to result in genome instability. For multicellular eukaryotes at least, struggling to complete repair is folly, whereas removal of severely damaged cells is a more sensible strategy. Here we discuss recent evidence linking DSBs to a highly regulated form of cell death termed, apoptosis. In particular, we focus on the roles of the tumour suppressor, p53 and a recently discovered role for an isotype of the linker histone H1. We present a hypothesis that the elevated levels of ssDNA produced during ongoing attempts at DSB repair may be involved in the switch from repair to apoptosis.